LABORATORIES PERFORMING PROVIDER-PERFORMED MICROSCOPY (PPM) PROCEDURES

SOURCE: 60 FR 20049, Apr. 24, 1995, unless otherwise noted.

§ 493.1353 Scope.
In accordance with §493.19(b), the moderate complexity procedures specified as PPM procedures are considered such only when personally performed by a health care provider during a patient visit in the context of a physical examination. PPM procedures are subject to the personnel requirements in §§493.1355 through 493.1365.

§ 493.1355 Condition: Laboratories performing PPM procedures; laboratory director.
The laboratory must have a director who meets the qualification requirements of §493.1357 and provides overall management and direction in accordance with §493.1359.

§ 493.1357 Standard; laboratory director qualifications.
The laboratory director must be qualified to manage and direct the laboratory personnel and the performance of PPM procedures as specified in §493.19(c) and must be eligible to be an operator of a laboratory within the requirements of subpart R of this part.
(a) The laboratory director must possess a current license as a laboratory director issued by the State in which the laboratory is located, if the licensing is required.
(b) The laboratory director must meet one of the following requirements:
1. Be a physician, as defined in §493.2.
2. Be a midlevel practitioner, as defined in §493.2, under the supervision of a physician or in independent practice if authorized by the State in which the laboratory is located.
3. Be a dentist as defined in §493.2 of this part.

§ 493.1361 Condition: Laboratories performing PPM procedures; testing personnel.
The laboratory must have a sufficient number of individuals who meet the qualification requirements of §493.1363 to perform the functions specified in §493.1365 for the volume and complexity of testing performed.

§ 493.1363 Standard; PPM testing personnel qualifications.
Each individual performing PPM procedures must—
(a) Possess a current license issued by the State in which the laboratory is located if the licensing is required; and
(b) Meet one of the following requirements:
1. Be a physician, as defined in §493.2.
2. Be a midlevel practitioner, as defined in §493.2, under the supervision of a physician or in independent practice if authorized by the State in which the laboratory is located.
3. Be a dentist as defined in §493.2 of this part.

§ 493.1365 Standard; PPM laboratory director responsibilities.
The laboratory director is responsible for the overall operation and administration of the laboratory, including the prompt, accurate, and proficient reporting of test results. The laboratory director must—
(a) Direct no more than five laboratories; and
(b) Ensure that any procedure listed under §493.19(c)—
1. Is personally performed by an individual who meets the qualification requirements in §493.1363; and
2. Is performed in accordance with applicable requirements in subparts H, J, K, and M of this part.